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MEASUREMENT OF AN EQUATION-OF-STATEPOINT FOR MOLYBDENUM
AT VERY HIGH PRESSURE*
C. E. Ragan III, M. G. Silbert, and B, C. Diven
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT
The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory has conducted a variety of
scientific experiments associatsclwith nuclear explosions. Nuclear physics
experiments have been especially well exploited in the past and have been
reported at an earlier PNE meeting. A recent scientific application of
nuclear explosions involved the development of a method to measure
equation-of-state properties of materials behind strong shocks. A shock
was generated by rapidly fission heating a slab of

235
U by exposing

it

to

neutrons at ~ 1 m from a nuclear explosion and allowing it to expand into
an adjacent sample of the material to be studied. A point on the molybdenum
equation of state was determined at a pressure of 2.0 TPa (20 Mbar) by
measuring directly both the shock velocity and the particle velocity behind
the shock. The shock velocity was obtained by measuring the transit time
of the planar shock between positions at two depths in the molybdenum. This
time interval was determined by observing the light flashes produced when
the shock reached free surfaces located at the two depths. The particle
velocity was obtained by observing the Doppler shifts of six neutron
resonances in the neutron energy region from 200 to 800 eV in the movinp,

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. E.R.D.A.

shocked molybdenum. The pressure and density derived from this pair of
velocity measurements, made to an accuracy of ~ 5%, are 20 Mbar and
25 g-cm-3, respectively. This experiment represents the first direct
determination of a point on the equation-of-stateof any material in thispressure region, and the resulting data point is in good agreement with
theoretical estimates. It appears that errors in both the shock velocity
and the particle velocity can be reduced to app~oximately ~ 2% in m
improved measurement, resulting in a well-defined point on the c
of state for molybdenum, which can be used as a standard in future
impedance-matchingexperiments.

tion
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1.

INTRODUCTION
At the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory we have been interested in

scientific applications of nuclear explcsiona for many years. There have
been a vaziety of scientific applications, amon8 which have been meteorology
studies involving t:acking of airborne radioactivity, seismology, nuclear
chemistry includin8 heavy element production, nuclear physics, and shock
phenomena. The United States has carried out several experiments involving
[1-8]
with
heavy element production

nuclear explosives, and the elements

einsteinium and fermium were discovered in this way.

[9]

The Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory has conducted many nuclear physics experiments that

[10]some of which were discussed at the

have been extensively reported,
Third

Peaceful Nuclenr Explosions Meeting.’11] The study of physical

properties of materials at the high pressures such as those generated by
[12-16)
nuclear explosives has been reported by workers in the U.S.S.R.
Besides furthering our understanding of the behavior of materials under
extreme conditions, experiments at high temperatures and prestiuresare
pertinent to problems of astrophysical and geophysical interest.
As part of the Los Alamos program of sclent~fic applications of
nuclear explosions, a new tcchntque has been developed to study

hig,h-

pressure shock phenomena and this technique will be the subject of this
papek

11.

EXPERIMENTAL METNOD
Under idenl shock conditions, in planar geometry, all material ahead

of the shock is stationary and at low temperature and pressure. Behind the

b

frunt the material has been heated by the shock and is moving with a

shock

uniform velocity (particle vcloclty) that is less than the velocity of the
front

shock

(shock velocity). The material behind the shock

is at a

constant hl&h pressure and temperatur~ and has been cotapres~edto a hiRher-.
density than the undisturbed material ahead of the shock. Detcrminatlon of
the pressure, density,and
measurement

of

one

preosure region

of

internal ene:rgy

behind the shock constitutes n

point of the equation of state of the material.
interest here

(tens

of

In the

mllllons of atmotipheres)ordinury

solids are substantially compressed and i~eatcd. In this experiment, n
sample

of

molybdenum was compressed to 2.5 times normal density by a

pressure of twenty

million attnosphercsand simultaneously heitt~d

ta

a

!temperatureof ~ 70,000 K.
It can be shown by the usc of the conservation rclation$ for’matter,
moatentum,andenergy that the quantities pressure, density,and internal
unergy behind the shock are datermimwl if both th~ hock and particle
vcliiciclescan be measured. Measurement of the shock velocity $s strnightforwurd since it involves only a measure. mt of the time interval raqulred
for

the shock to pass through different thicknesses of the material. At

the

hi8h temperature of the shocked material in this experiment, the metal

is incandescent; the flashen of li8ht proc!uccdas the shock cmtirxenfrom
free

surfaces at different depths in the sample are e~xlly detected nnd

used to measure the transit time and hence tht shock velocity.
The problem of measuring the pnrticlc velocity Is much more difficult.
At relatively low pressures, several indirect methods are used but these arc

5

not

practical in our experiments. In the Soviet experiments, a high-pressure

shock

transmitted through a standard material into the material to be

was

studied. If one assumes that the properties of the standard are known, then .
in this impedance-matching technique measurements of the two shock velocities
in the

two

materials suffice to determine the properties of the unknown

material. At the pressures in the experiments conducted by workers In the
U.S.S.R.

shock properties had not been experimentally determined for any

material, and they relied upon theoretical extrapolation of low-pressure
data

for determination of their standards.
In order to measure the particle velocity It is necessary to probe

into the matter behind the shock.

In principle, either gamma rayn or

neutrons could be used. We chone to use neutrons as a probe because of the
convenient characteristic of neutron resonances -- namely, for most %aterials
neutrons arc strongly absorbed at certain resonant velocities. On the other
hand, neutrons with other velocities interact only weakly, thereby furnishing
a penetrating probe. The resonant velocity, however, refer~ to the velocity
of the neutron relative to the absorber nucleus.

In some materials,

resonances occur at neutron velocities comparable to the particle velocity
that we wish to measure. Thus, if the absorber is moving In the same
direction as the neutron, the resonance will bc Doppler ~hifted and will
occur at a higher neutron velocity than for a stationary absorber.

In

particular, if a shock hae penetrated part WEJYthrough a sample of material
with

sharply defined resonances and a burst of neutrons of all energies is

sent through the sample, then the moving part of the sample will absorb

6

neutrons at sharply defined velocities while the stationary material will
absorb neutrons of lower velocities. The difference between the velocities,
for corresponding resonances, is just the particle velocity that we want to
measure,
It remains only to measure the velocity spectrum of the transmitted
neutrons to locate the dips in the spectrum corresponding to the absorbing
resonances. Since part of the sample is moving and part is at rest, each
resonance occurs at two velocities separated by the particle velocity.
We chose to study molybdenum for three reasons: It has absorption
resonances at convenient neutron velocities; it has a high boiling point so
that it can withstand the considerable heating caused by neutrons passing
through it prior to shock arrival; and its equation of state is well known
at lower pressures so that we can pred3.ctits behavior at higher pressures
with slme confidence. In order to generate a shock in molybdenum, a disk
of 235
U, n-mm

thick and 178 mm in diameter, was placed one meter from a

nuclear explosive. A 2.5-mm-thick layer of plastic was placed adjacent to
the 235
U, between the uranium and a 15-mm-thick piece of molybdenum to be
,
studied. Fast reutrons from the explosion produced fissions in the 2351J
resulting in a heating pulse for this material with a width of a fraction of
a microsecond. P.ppropriateshielding between the source and the uranium
absorbed S1OU neutrons that would have lengthened the heating pulse. The
heating of

the

235

U resulted in a pressure of about 45 million atmospheres,

and the subsequent expansion of this material compressed the plastic to a
thickness of 0.S mm and drove a shock of 20 million atmospheres into the
molybdenum.

Evacuated light pipes set at three different depths into the
molybdenum gathered light as the shock broke through the free surfaces
and transmitted it through massive shielding to phototubes 12 meters away.
From these signals the shock velocity was determined.
The purpose of the plastic between the

235
U and the molybdenum was

to slow down a very small fraction of the fast neutrons that traversed it
and,after a fraction of a microsecond delay from the slowing-down process,
to send a short burst of moderated neutrons through the molybdenum. The
duration of the burst was less than one microsecond and consisted of a
continuous velocity spectrum from about 40 mm/Ps to several hundred mm/vs.
The transmitted neutron velocity spectrum was measured by recording the
arriving neutron intensity as a fur(ctionof time using neutron detectors
positioned 20 meters away. Useful resonances in the sample corresponded to
neutron velocities from 250 to 500 mIn/iJs
and the arrival times of these
neutrons at the detectors spanned the interval from 40 to 80 microseconds
after the short neutron pulse traversc!dthe sample. Six pairs of dips in
the velocity spectrum corresponded to .[arge,well-known resonances in the
stationary and shocked material, From each pair a value of the particle
velocity was obtained. One such pair is shown in Fig. 1.

The points are

digitized readings of a neutron detector signal and show the absorption of
neutrons by a well-known molybdenum resonance. The dip on the left corresponds
to absorption by shocked material and that on the right to stationary material.
The ~.wo-microseconddifference in arrival time of the neutrons corresponds to
the derived particle velocity of 10.7 mm/Bs.

This velocity, combined with the

8

shock velocity of 118.2amI/IJs
as measured from light flashes, defines a
pressure behind the shock of 20 tlbarand a corresponding density of 25 g/cm3.
The accuracy of the velocity measurements was about ~ 5~which is not as
accurate as needed for a standard, but experience gained in this first
measurement leads us to belleve that an accuracy of ~ 2% is possible.

111.

CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated the feasibility of measuring simultaneously

shock and particle velocities in molybdenum at a pressure of 20 Mlar.
When these measurements are further refined, they will help define a
standard relative to which other materials can be compareq in experiments
similar to those developed in the U.S.S.R.

-
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FIGURE CAPTION
Fig. 1

Digitized data from a detector used to measure the neutron
velocity spectrum in the region around one molybdenum resonance.
This pair of dips represents the best data obtained in the
particle velocity measurement. The solid lines represent
least-squares fits of quadratics to the minima. The minimum onthe right corresponds to the unshifted molybdenum resonance and
the one on the left corresponds to the shifted resonance. The
observed tine difference of N 2 ps for this pair of dips leads
to a particle velocity of ~ 10.7 mm/1.is.
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